Chapter V

Conclusions and Suggestions

After conducting this study, the researcher draws a conclusion about this study. Moreover, some suggestion is given for the reader.

Conclusion

After conducting this study, the researcher interpreted the motivational utterance as object in this research referring to elements of illocutionary force. In this case, 27 corpus that explained in this research because as the utterance sorted thoroughly. Those are eight utterances founded. Illocutionary point used to interpret the motivational utterances as identically by illocutionary acts such as assert, expressive, commissive, and directive, thus speaker uttered that statement based on the fact or real.

Besides, the utterance included in degree of strength of the illocutionary point has twenty-one utterances had been found. In this case, the speaker makes the utterances invoking his position as a motivator on his the utterance.

Moreover, the range of motivational utterances in mode of achievement, there are twelve utterances used this term in mode of achievement as one of element illocutionary force. It was used by the speaker if make the utterance base on his testimony.

Furthermore, researcher has found four motivational utterances that refer to propositional content conditions. This term the speaker makes the utterances contains a promise or a plan to the hearer, the finally he/she will performs it.
Next, researcher has found thirteen corpuses the motivational utterances that referred to sincerity conditions. This strategy of the speaker makes utterance with performing the utterance a desire or a want.

Then, this research consist by twelve motivational utterances that researcher found that refer to degree of strength of the sincerity conditions. The speaker makes the utterance with the strength desire to influence hearer.

The last element of illocutionary force is preparatory conditions, researcher found twelve motivational utterances in this research. This strategy speaker uses on the utterance to make the utterance clear and successful.

5.2 Suggestion

For improving the excellence of study for the next research, there are some suggestions:

The researchers expect that the next researcher that dealing with expand of illocutionary force research.

Moreover, the researcher supposed that this research could enrich the readers’ knowledge about the seven elements of illocutionary force.

Furthermore, this research may help the students of English Department who interested to learn about the seven elements of illocutionary force.